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Adam Lid <adam.lid@lacity.org>

Frank Corrente ID 20-1495 Brush Clearance Appeal 
1 message

L Corrente <correntel@sbcglobal.net> Tue, Dec 1, 2020 at 1:49 PM
To: "adam.lid@lacity.org" <adam.lid@lacity.org>
Cc: correntecadillac Corrente <correntecadillac@sbcglobal.net>

Board of Fire Commissioners

2019 Brush Clearance Appeal

Adam.lid@lacity.org

Invoice # BC200000854    Assessor Id# 5561025012

Council ID 20-1495

LAFD/Los Angeles, California

 

Attention Adam Lid,

As per our conversation, please forward this to LAFD Brush Clearance on my file for a hearing.

Please note I am in total disagreement with the hearing officer. They took down the wrong tree.

1.I had 2 identical polar trees in my front yard, please see photo of the 2 tree stumps next to each other.

I had already removed one at a cost of $500.00 to Daniel Landscaping. The other one was not removed simply because it
was not dead. The tree service removed a tree in error. We had already removed the dead tree.

2.The tree service that LAFD hired aggressively cut down the second tree in error which was not dead and not realizing
we had already removed the dead tree. LAFD inspector informed us to remove a tree in the back and never mentioned a
tree in the front which now we are being billed $1700. Plus administration fees to take down a tree identical to the tree we
had already taken down in the front yard.

3. Your records will show that the tree was not dead and your inspector did not refer to it.

4. I made many calls to the inspector to clarify what he needed to be done and never received a returned call. I had
broken my neck and needed assistance. I also should not pay the noncompliance fee as I was calling the Inspector at the
number he left on the LAFD notice for assistance and received none.

The negligence was not on my part.

5. I feel I should be reimbursed for a tree that was taken down in error that was not dead.

 

I totally disagree with the decision of the hearing officer. I am contesting this decision. I have submitted evidence to show
that I was never directed to cut a tree in my front yard. Please note I had already removed an identical polar tree.

I am 85 years old and I had broken my neck, so when I received the notices, I continually called the number on the notice
and left more than 10 messages. No one responded. I gave the paperwork to my gardener and I have bills that I
submitted that he had completed the work.

I physically could not walk my yard and that is why I was calling to have a clear direction on what to do.

I submitted a photo of a polar tree stump next to the tree LAFD cut down next to and identical to the tree that our
gardener cut down for $500.00 right next to the one the city then took done for $1,700.  I I was never informed that a tree
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in the front yard was to be taken done. In fact, my notice says back yard. It appears that the LAFD hired an aggressive
service to do as they wished.

No one including the inspector or tree service produced paperwork that a front tree needed to be removed.

I am also being billed $1,312 administrative fees when I could not reach anyone to help me. The negligence is also on the
inspector who did not answer my many calls and did not mention a tree in the front was dead. I also contacted the local
fire department to see if they could help me.

The tree company never substantiated his hourly wage to cut down this tree and their fees are absorbent. I have never
received a work order you gave the tree company.

I would appreciate you informing me and your assistance in this matter and to go forward to contest this.

Frank Corrente

correntel@sbcglobal.net

310.657.9500

 

 

 

 

 

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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Board of Fire Commissioners

2019 Brush Clearance Appeal

Adam.lid@lacity.org

Invoice # BC200000854    Assessor Id# 5561025012

Council ID 20-1495 

LAFD/Los Angeles, California

Attention Adam Lid,

As per our conversation, please forward this to LAFD Brush Clearance on my file for a hearing.

Please note I am in total disagreement with the hearing officer.

1.I had 2 identical polar trees in my front yard, please see photo of the 2 tree stumps next to each 
other.

I removed one at a cost of $500.00 to Daniel Landscaping. The other one was not removed simply 
because it was not dead. The tree service removed a tree in error. We had already removed the dead 
tree.

2.The tree service that LAFD hired aggressively cut down the second tree in error which was not dead 
and not realizing we had already removed the dead tree. LAFD inspector informed us to remove a tree 
in the back and never mentioned a tree in the front which now we are being billed $1700. Plus 
administration fees to take down a tree identical to the tree we had already taken down in the front 
yard. 

3. Your records will show that the tree was not dead and your inspector did not refer to it.

4. I made many calls to the inspector to clarify what he needed to be done and never received a 
returned call. I had broken my neck and needed assistance. I also should not pay the noncompliance fee 
as I was calling the Inspector at the number he left on the LAFD notice for assistance and received none.

The negligence was not on my part.

5. I feel I should be reimbursed for a tree that was taken down in error that was not dead.

I totally disagree with the decision of the hearing officer. I am contesting this decision. I have submitted 
evidence to show that I was never directed to cut a tree in my front yard. Please note I had already 
removed an identical polar tree.

I am 85 years old and I had broken my neck, so when I received the notices, I continually called the 
number on the notice and left more than 10 messages. No one responded. I gave the paperwork to my 
gardener and I have bills that I submitted that he had completed the work.



I physically could not walk my yard and that is why I was calling to have a clear direction on what to do.

I submitted a photo of a polar tree stump next to the tree LAFD cut down next to and identical to the 
tree that our gardener cut down for $500.00 right next to the one the city then took done for $1,700.  I I 
was never informed that a tree in the front yard was to be taken done. In fact, my notice says back yard. 
It appears that the LAFD hired an aggressive service to do as they wished.

No one including the inspector or tree service produced paperwork that a front tree needed to be 
removed.

I am also being billed $1,312 administrative fees when I could not reach anyone to help me. The 
negligence is also on the inspector who did not answer my many calls and did not mention a tree in the 
front was dead. I also contacted the local fire department to see if they could help me.

The tree company never substantiated his hourly wage to cut down this tree and their fees are 
absorbent. I have never received a work order you gave the tree company.

I would appreciate you informing me and your assistance in this matter and to go forward to contest 
this.

Frank Corrente

correntel@sbcglobal.net

310.657.9500
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